Abstract. Based on the features of the falling film absorption, a CFD model of heat and mass transfer of falling film absorption in a vertical tube using LiBr /H 2 O as working fluid was presented. The CFD model using the volume of fluid (VOF) method was presented for predicting the mass-transfer process of the two-phase parallel current falling film, in which a mass-transfer source term and a heat-transfer source term are given. By analyzing the computation results, the distributions of solution temperature and concentration at the interface and bulk are obtained. It also explores that the impact of film fluctuations on temperature and concentration of the interface and the influence of the fluctuation on the heat transfer between solution and cooling water.
Introduction
The LiBr/H 2 O absorption heat pump or chiller is gaining global acceptance as one important technology for waste heat recovery [1] .So a better understanding is required of the combined heat and mass transfer process in absorption of LiBr/H 2 O, and many scholars have done some preliminary work.
Grigoréva and Nakoryakov [2] and Grossman [3] modeled and analyzed the absorption in laminar falling films using Fourier separation of variables techniques. They analytically solved the energy and species equations for the heat and mass transfer to a laminar falling film having constant temperature or adiabatic wall boundary condition. Van der Wekken and Wassenaar [4] presented the heat transfer model to a constant temperature coolant, and use the coolant heat transfer coefficient as a variable to study the heat and mass transfer process. Habib and Wood [5] formulated a model for concurrent absorption on a laminar, vertical film considering the heat and momentum transfer in the vapor phase. Yang and Wood [6] numerically studied the case of inlet solution temperature different from the temperature of wall on laminar falling film absorption. Yigit [7] investigated the falling film absorption on a vertical tube. In the aforementioned analysis most researchers assumed the constant physical properties. In the aforementioned analysis most researchers assumed the constant physical properties. Liu et al. [8] researched on the momentum, heat and mass transfer of falling film absorption in a vacillating tube. Yoon et al. [9] focused on the numerical study in absorption of vertical plate absorber which was cooled by water, and the temperature of cooling water is assumed to change linearly. Karami et al. [10] [11] studied the impact of the tilt angle on the absorption process. Goulet et al [12] simulated lithium bromide solution fluctuating conditions falling film absorber. The heat and mass transfer during the absorption process of water into LiBr solution is numerically simulated using CFD software-Fluent in present work. The practical convective boundary condition at the cooling water side is considered. The mass-transfer source term and a heat-transfer source term are given, which is theoretically supported by Fluent [13] .
Governing equations and boundary conditions
Physical models and basic assumptions The system analyzed in the present study is depicted schematically in Fig.1 . A film of liquid solution, composed of absorbent (LiBr) and absorbate (water), flows downward outside a vertical tube. LiBr solution always remains in the liquid phase, and steam is absorbed into the solution. The film is in contact with steam at constant pressure. Coolant usually flows countercurrent to the falling liquid film, and the integrated heat and mass transfer process occurs in the absorber as the falling film of strong solution absorbs steam. The LiBr solution has a vapor pressure lower than absorbate vapor pressure. As a result of this difference, absorption occurs. The water absorbed at the interface diffuses into the film. Simultaneously thermal effect associated with absorption boosts the liquid temperature near the interfacial region, improving the heat transfer within liquid film. Meanwhile, the liquid film is cooled by cooling water flowing outside the tube. 
Boundary conditions (1) At the entrance, the uniform liquid film temperature and concentration can be assumed, and LiBr solution is in thermodynamic equilibrium state:
(2) At the wall, it is impermeable, thus the gradient of concentration is equal to zero. For the wall temperature, the third boundary condition is given in term of coolant temperature and coolant heat transfer coefficient. The cooling water is countercurrent with respect to the flow of liquid film and its temperature changes linearly. The coolant heat transfer coefficient remains constant:
(3) At the interface, the LiBr solution is in its saturation state. The local interfacial absorption heat flux is described as:
(4) At the outlet, the type of outflow boundary condition is adopted, where the exit flow is assumed to be close to a fully developed condition
Solution method and Operation conditions.
The CFD software, Fluent, is used to simulate the heat and mass transfer in falling film absorption process. Fluent uses a control-volume-based technique to convert the governing equation to algebraic equations. Second order upwind discretization scheme is used to discredit the governing Esq. (1) and (2); i m and i q are given by UDF. In the present simulation, the film flowing distance is 150 mm.
Quadrilateral structured grid is selected as computing grid, and the grid number is 16000. 
Results and discussion
The gas-liquid interface concentration varies with the fluctuations film Fig. 2 describes the film flowing down along the wall under the action of gravity.Because the solution continues to absorb steam, resulting in greater fluctuations of the film. Following the film fluctuations, interface concentration has sharp pulsations. This phenomenon can be explained by percolation theory: film fluctuations leads to increasing of fluid micelles transfer frequency between interface and the liquid body, resulting in dramatic changes in the concentration of the interface.So, it can be shown that film fluctuations can enhance interface concentration pulsation, which will strengthen the mass transfer between gas and liquid, improving mass transfer efficiency. Fig.3 . While absorbing heat is released in the interface, but the temperature of the interface is in constant decrease because of the cooling effect of the cold water. Following interface concentration pulsation, interface temperature has a significant decline.It is because that film fluctuations make film uneven thickness, which is conducive to the cooling effect of cooling water. 
Conclusions
The combined heat and mass transfer during the absorption process of water into LiBr solution is numerically investigated using CFD software-Fluent in present work. The results obtained can be summarized as follows: 1) Film fluctuations have a significant impact on heat and mass transfer process of liquid film falling, which can promote the absorption.
2) The heat and mass transfer at the interface rises steeply after the inlet position, and then they start to decrease after reaching respective maximum values and decay gradually along the downstream distance.
3) Intensive heat transfer with cooling water by film fluctuations has an important role in improving performance of the absorber.
